FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Sub: The Love: A Book to Create a world without terrorism written by 6 year-old Soborno Isaac Bari who received recognition from President Obama in 2016 and Harvard University in 2018.

The Love shares four-year-old Muslim Soborno Isaac Bari’s fight with Imams to change their perception on non-Muslims and his fights with Muslim Americans to denounce terrorism and be patriotic.

The Love, a book written by six-year-old Soborno Isaac, aims to create a world without terrorism. The book is based on two events Soborno experienced. First, he asked an imam to pray for America on the eve of the 4th of July, but the imam refused to do so, documented in the film I’m a Muslim and I Love America. Second, he saw a man repeatedly hurl insults at Christmas tree on Christmas Eve, documented in the film I Love Christmas. Often, ideas from children like Soborno go unnoticed or are ignored. However, Dr. Thomas Isekenegbe, president of Bronx Community College, refused to ignore Soborno Isaac’s talent after conducting a series of interviews with him. He wrote the introduction for “The Love”. This book is now available in bookstores around the world including Amazon and Barnes & Noble.

About Soborno Isaac:
Six-year-old Soborno is a student in a New York City gifted and talented program. He received the title “Einstein of our Time” from City College of New York President Dr. Lisa Cioco. In 2016, he became the second Bengali (Dr. Yunus being the first) to receive recognition from President Obama for his ability to solve Ph.D.-level math, physics, chemistry, and computer science problems. He has received recognition from many universities around the world, including Harvard. The Love is his first book.